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TAKE A LOOK AT SAMSUNG’S MOST 
TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED 
COMPACT SYSTEM CAMERA – EVER!

INTRODUCING THE
SENSOR 

28.2-megapixel APS-C CMOS

Image size 

6840x4320 pixels

ISO range 

100-25,600 (expandable to 51,200)

Autofocus modes 

Active, single, continuous, manual

Focusing points 

 205 phase detection, 209 contrast 

detection, 153 cross type auto focus 

points

Integral flash 

GN11 (ISO 100)

Flash modes 

 1st Curtain, 2nd Curtain, Auto, Auto+Red-

eye reduction, Fill-in, Fill-in+Red-eye 

reduction, Smart Flash, Off

Exposure compensation 

+/-5EV in 1/3EV steps

Shutter 

30secs-1/8000sec, plus B

Metering 

Multi, centre-weighted, spot

Shooting speeds 

 Single, continuous (up to 15fps), self-timer

Screen 

3in tiltable, 1037k dots, touchscreen

File formats 

JPEG, Raw, MP4

Movie sizes 

 3840x2160 (30fps only), 4096x2160 

(24fps only), 1920x1080, 1280x720, 

640x480 

Storage media 

SD, SDHC, SDXC, UHS-1, UHS-2

Dimensions (WxHxD) 

138.5x102.3x65.8mm

Weight 

 550g (without battery and memory card)

TECH SPECIFICATION

Compact system cameras don’t come 
more advanced than this. The new NX1 
is Samsung’s most advanced model to 
date featuring a stunning specification 
that makes it the world’s fastest 
and most accurate interchangeable 
lens camera. Offering incredibly fast 
focusing and continuous shooting 
speeds, exceptional image quality and 
a rugged, weather-resistant build, it’s 
designed to withstand the rigours of 
daily professional use for both stills 
photographers and videographers.

Rubber seals positioned in key 
places around the body give the 
NX1 a dust- and water-resistant 
finish. Perfect for UK weather!

Users can stay fully informed of camera 
settings via the top-plate LCD – it’s the first 

compact system camera to have one. 

A large handgrip and two knurled dials on 
the top of the NX1 deliver a digital-style 

handling experience.

The optional Vertical Grip 
improves handling when shooting 
upright and also offers potential 
to improve battery performance.

”A STUNNING SPECIFICATION THAT MAKES IT 
THE WORLD’S FASTEST AND MOST ACCURATE 

INTERCHANGEABLE LENS CAMERA”

We all know that having the right camera is 
crucial to picture-taking success. It’s essential 
that it has all the features you need, feels 
comfortable in use and delivers the results 
you’re after. But it’s just as important that the 
lenses you use tick all those boxes, too. 

When it comes to compact system 
cameras, Samsung has one of the most 
comprehensive ranges of compatible lenses 
available. From wide-angle to telephoto, 
there’s an NX lens to cater for your needs. 
There’s also a selection of more specialist 
optics for video use, all-weather shooting and 
even to capture superb 3D images.

This guide has been put together to 
introduce you to the current Samsung NX 
optical line-up and help you choose the right 
lens for your stills, video and specialist needs. 
We’ve also included details on the exciting 
new introductions to the Samsung NX family, 
including the stunning NX1. 

Read it through and buy with confidence!   

WELCOME TO 
THE SAMSUNG 
NX LENS GUIDE

SUPER WIDE

AF

28
MEGAPIXEL

4k
VIDEO

 15
FPS

Supremely accurate 
super wide AF system

Stunning image quality 
from 28-megapixel BSI 

APS-C sensor

Full resolution 
continuous shooting up 

to 15fps

Breathtaking 4K video 
recording with stereo 

sound
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SPEED IS EVERYTHING

Speed is an essential part of the NX1’s 
DNA with its groundbreaking autofocusing 
system and powerful new image processing 
engine. Thanks to 205 phase-detection 
points and 209 contrast-detection points, 
the NX AF System III covers an incredible 
90% of the sensor area. No fewer than 
153 of these points are the more sensitive 
cross-type, giving the camera a greater 
ability to accurately track fast-moving 
subjects, regardless of where they are 
within the frame. This super-wide AF area 
is superior to those in digital SLRs, which 
typically have fewer points concentrated in 
a more central area on the sensor.

There’s much more to the AF system 
than just wide coverage – it’s also the 
fastest to focus of any current compact 
system cameras, taking just 0.055sec 
to lock on to a subject. This speedy 
performance is further enhanced by the 
Continuous AF system, which uses the 
on-sensor phase-detection pixels and 
highly accurate predictive algorithms to 
analyse where fast-moving objects will 
appear the moment the shutter is pressed. 
This combination delivers a focusing 
performance to match that of flagship 
digital SLRs, a fact that’s further underlined 
by the NX1’s low-light capabilities – contrast 

detection works in light as low as EV-4, and 
if light is even lower than that, the camera 
automatically projects an AF assist beam on 
to subjects up to 15m away so you’ll still get 
sharp shots.

Once the camera has locked on to the 
subject, images can be despatched at an 
impressive 15 frames-per-second. This 
isn’t for a short burst, either. Up to 45 full 
resolution JPEG and RAW images can be 
captured at a time, so even the fastest-
moving action won’t get away from you. 

This incredible performance is all made 
possible by Samsung’s most powerful 
image processing engine ever – DRIMeV. 
In order to harness the power of the NX1, 
DRIMeV is 2.8x faster than its predecessor 
thanks to four powerful cores and a 
unique architecture that processes data so 
much more quickly. As well as delivering 
the blistering frame rate and focusing 
speeds, DRIMeV also provides faster signal 
processing to the electronic viewfinder 
(EVF) so there’s virtually no time lag on the 
display, just like an optical viewfinder.

The NX1 features a newly-developed 
28-megapixel APS-C sized CMOS sensor that 
delivers rich colours, impressive detail and 
14-bit Raw files. The sensor uses a Back-Side 
Illuminated (BSI) design, which helps to reduce 
digital noise by placing essential wiring behind 
the light-capturing photo diodes rather than in 
front, as on a conventional CMOS sensor. 

For photographers who enjoy working in low 
light, the NX1’s native ISO range stretches from 
100 to 25,600, but is expandable to 51,200. At 
higher sensitivities, the camera uses Adaptive 
Noise Reduction to cut down on digital noise 
and blotchy colours. It works by analysing the 
image to pick out areas including edges, texture 
and blocks of solid colour, then selectively 
applies noise reduction for a stronger result. 

Video quality is equally impressive thanks 
to the provision of both UHD and 4K formats, 
which deliver footage with 4x more pixels 

than Full HD; 4K delivers 4096x2160 
pixel frames at 24p and UHD delivers 
3840x2160 pixel frames at 30p. Given 
the increase in quality, file size also 
increases but, unlike any other current 
4K-compatible model, the NX1 uses the 
new H.265 Codec which records the same 
quality of footage but at half the size and 
bit rate of the H.264 Codec used by other 
models. This means NX1 users can record 
for twice as long straight to the SD card.

READY FOR 
ANYTHING
If a camera is going to be 
used regularly, it needs 
to be built accordingly 
and the NX1’s body is 
certainly ready to take 
the knocks. As well as 
being constructed from light, 
super strong magnesium alloy, 
the body also features rubber 
seals around dials, buttons 
and other openings to 
keep it protected from 
dust and moisture so you 
can keep shooting whatever 
the weather. The three-inch Super 
AMOLED touchscreen, meanwhile, offers 1037k 
dots and is 33% brighter than previous models, 
plus it can be tilted up to 90° for extra versatility 
when shooting at high and low angles. Also, for 
the first time on a compact system camera, the 
NX1 has a top-plate LCD, making it quick and 
easy to check and change key camera functions 
and features such as exposure settings, white-
balance and battery status.

Being able to share images quickly 
is becoming increasingly important for 
photographers and the NX1 is well equipped 
with the latest wireless connectivity options. 
It’s the first compact system camera to offer 
Bluetooth connectivity for faster pairing and 
quicker transfer times, plus it has Near Field 
Communication (NFC) and is built on the Tizen 
platform so websites can be viewed 
smartphone-style on the camera’s 
screen when connected to a Wi-Fi 
network. The Wi-Fi connection itself 
is also faster than ever using the 
802.11c standard that’s 4x quicker 
than the existing 802.11n. 

SUPERB STILLS AND VIDEO QUALITY

ADVANCED PICTURE 
TAKING FEATURES
You want more? There is more, 
including a wealth of innovative 
features that will help you get 
better results. These include an 
improved Auto White-Balance 
function that delivers great results 
on portraits and under tungsten 
lighting conditions; the Active 
Transfer AF system, which switches 
between single and continuous 
modes to ensure your subject stays 
sharp; Advanced Multi-Shot HDR 
for wide dynamic range images; 
and Optical Inverse Correction 
that removes optical faults for 
even higher quality images. 

Natural skin tone (colour reproduction)

Advanced  
Multi-Shot HDR HDR

The NX AF System III in the NX1 employs a new algorithm with predictive phase detection that lets you 
capture fast-moving subjects with ease and incredible accuracy.

The rear AMOLED display 
offers touchscreen 
operation and is tiltable 
up to 90°.

”THIS SUPER-WIDE AF 
AREA IS FAR SUPERIOR TO 
THOSE IN DIGITAL SLRS”
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THE SAMSUNG NX RANGE

TAKE CONTROL WITH i-FUNCTION

THE CURRENT NX LINE-UP COMPRISES 
18 LENSES & THERE’S MORE TO COME! NEW NX1

Range-topping pro spec 
model with super-fast AF, 
up to 15fps frame rate, 
a 28-megapixel APS-C 
sized sensor and 4K video 
capability. The ultimate 
compact system camera.

GALAXY NX
Feature-packed and offering 
a versatile Android OS, this 
model combines smartphone 
functionality with CSC image 
quality. It has 3G/4G and Wi-Fi 
connectivity, so images can be 
shot and shared instantly. 

NX300
Technology-laden camera with 
feature highlights including 
a 3.31in touchscreen OLED, 
advanced hybrid autofocus 
system and multiple Full HD 
video capture options. Perfect 
for travel photography.

NX MINI
Small, but offering a mighty 
performance, the unique NX 
Mini has a one-inch sensor 
and features NFC (Near Field 
Communication) so you can 
quickly transfer images to a 
smartphone for sharing.

NX30
Boasting great handling 
characteristics and a high-
quality electronic viewfinder, 
this feature-packed model is 
ideal for those after digital 
SLR-style looks and feel, 
without the size and weight. 

NX3000
This model bristles with 
features and offers the same 
APS-C sensor as all the other 
cameras, so image quality is 
assured. A great entry point 
into the NX range, it’s as easy 
to use as a compact.

Samsung’s NX range of interchangeable lens compact 
system cameras has something for everyone. From the 
brand-new, pro-quality NX1 to the novice-friendly NX 
Mini and NX3000, there’s a model to suit your needs.

Most Samsung lenses feature a unique i-Function 
button, which adds extra functionality. Shutter 
speed, aperture, ISO, white-balance and exposure 
compensation can all be changed by pressing 
the i-Function button and rotating the ring at the 
front of the lens. Better still, this can all be done 
with the camera held up to your eye.

The 50-150mm F2.8 S is the latest addition to the Samsung NX lens 
range and further underlines the line-up’s premium credentials. The 
perfect partner for the 16-50mm F2-2.8 Premium S, it offers the 
35mm equivalent of a 77-231mm lens to put distant details and 
sporting action well within range of discerning NX photographers. 

With a fast maximum aperture of F2.8 throughout the focal 
range, four extra-low dispersion (ED) elements and one Xtreme High 
Refractive (XHR) element, plus an Optical Image Stabilizer (OIS) 

effective up to four stops, it’s a highly capable lens with a fast and 
quiet autofocusing performance. It is built to last too, with a metal 
body and lens mount plus a dust-proof and water-resistant finish so 
you can keep shooting regardless of the weather conditions. 

Inner focus and zooming mechanisms ensure the physical size 
of the lens remains constant, while a focus range limiter avoids 
unnecessary focus hunting. The lens also comes with a tripod collar 
so there’s no strain on the mount when using a tripod or monopod.

NEW 50-150MM F2.8 S ED OIS PREMIUM TELEPHOTO ZOOM

A LENS FOR EVERY SHOT
Any system is only as good as the lenses that support it and the Samsung 
NX range is one of the most comprehensive available for any compact 
system camera, with the current line-up totalling 18 optics. With eight 
zooms, seven prime (single focal length) lenses and three specialist optics 
to choose from, you’re sure to find one to suit your shooting requirements. 

Just like the cameras in the NX range, the lenses feature the latest 
technologies – from extra-low dispersion glass elements that deliver 
superior image quality to advanced autofocusing systems for a fast, near-
silent AF performance – to help you get the best possible photographs. 
And they complement NX cameras perfectly. There are more lenses to 
come too, starting with the new 50-150mm detailed below, underlining 
Samsung’s commitment to NX photographers both now and in the future.  



PRIME LENSESZOOM LENSES SPECIAL PURPOSE LENSES

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: General photography, low-
light conditions, landscapes and other 
outdoor activities, video622g81mm

97
m

m

72mm
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16-50MM F2-2.8 PREMIUM S 
ZOOM WITH i-FUNCTION

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Landscape, architecture, 
street photography and anything where 
you’re working in a tight space

Featuring a rugged, all-weather construction and 
a wide maximum aperture setting throughout the 
focal range, this optic is ready for the rigours of 
professional use. It features aspherical, ED and XHR 
lens elements for superior optical quality and offers 
an Ultra-Precise Stepping Motor for whisper-quiet 
and high-speed autofocus. The inner focusing 
system makes it ideal for stable video footage, plus 
it makes filter use easier, while the i-Function button 
puts a wealth of camera features in easy reach.

The ideal lens if you love shooting wide-angle 
scenes including landscapes and architecture. 
Despite its wide reaching angle of view, the 12-
24mm is a relatively compact and lightweight lens 
– it’s just 66mm high and 64mm wide – plus it uses 
extra-low dispersion (ED) glass to reduce chromatic 
aberrations and aspherical elements for superior 
image sharpness.

12-24MM F4-5.6 ED WIDE ZOOM WITH i-FUNCTION

12mm

24mm

50mm focal length16mm focal length

208g64mm

66
m

m

58mm

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Video capture, general 
photography, travel, any situations 
where weight/size is at a premium

Photographers moving up from a compact camera 
to the Samsung NX range or wanting to primarily 
shoot video will welcome the 16-50mm, which has 
a motorised zoom controlled by two buttons on 
the lens barrel. A small and lightweight optic that’s 
highly portable, it can be carried anywhere and 
also features an i-Function button and an Optical 
Image Stabilizer for shake-free images. 

16-50MM F3.5-5.6 POWER ZOOM WITH i-FUNCTION

50mm

111g65mm

31
m

m

43mm

16mm

A highly versatile all-in-one lens. The Voice Coil 
Motor reduces autofocus noise making it great for 
shooting movies, while the Optical Image Stabilizer 
(OIS) significantly reduces the risk of camera shake 
during stills and video capture. The focal range 
means fewer lens changes and less chance of 
getting dust on the sensor, too.

18-200MM F3.5-6.3 ED OIS SUPER ZOOM  
WITH i-FUNCTION

18mm

200mm

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: General photography, 
holidays and travel, video capture, when 
you only want to buy one lens549g72mm

10
6m

m

67mm

It may be classed as a standard zoom, but the 
18-55mm’s performance is anything but standard. 
It features an Optical Image Stabilizer (OIS), which 
reduces camera shake, and an autofocus system 
optimised for NX cameras – accurate focusing is 
achieved in just 0.17 seconds. Plus the i-Function 
button fine-tunes settings for pinpoint accuracy.  A 
fine all-rounder and the perfect NX entry point.

18-55MM F3.5-5.6 OIS III STANDARD ZOOM  
WITH i-FUNCTION

18mm

55mm

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: General picture-taking, 
family events, travel photography and 
portraits204g63mm

65
m

m

58mm
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If you want to keep your picture-taking simple, 
this standard zoom is the lens to choose. The focal 
range is great for a range of applications and its 
compact dimensions and light weight ensure it’s 
never a burden. Featuring extra-low dispersion (ED) 
glass and Samsung’s i-Function button, it puts you 
in full control and delivers great results.

Want to get close to your subject? This is the 
lens for you. Offering the 35mm equivalent to 
a 77-308mm zoom, this far-reaching optic is 
perfect for filling the frame with distant details. 
An inner focusing mechanism means the lens 
doesn’t alter in size during use, while the Optical 
Image Stabilizer combats the camera shake often 
associated with longer focal lengths.

20-50MM F3.5-5.6 ED II STANDARD ZOOM 
WITH i-FUNCTION 

50-200MM F4-5.6 OIS III STANDARD ZOOM  
WITH i-FUNCTION

50mm

20mm

200mm

50mm

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Distant subjects, sports 
and action, flattering portraits, candid 
shots/street photography406g70mm

10
1m

m

52mm

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Family holidays and special 
occasions, general photography, travel

119g63mm

40
m

m

40.5mm

Standard zoom lenses don’t come much more 
compact and lightweight than this. Measuring just 
3cm in length and weighing in at a featherweight 
73g, it offers a useful zoom range, aspherical 
and extra-low dispersion (ED) lens elements for 
improved quality and an Optical Image Stabilizer 
(OIS) to clear up camera shake. Small is most 
certainly beautiful.

9-27MM F3.5-5.6 ED OIS ZOOM FOR NX MINI

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX Mini

BEST FOR: Travelling light, general 
photography, wide-angle scenes, 
flattering portraits

73g50mm

30
m

m

39mm

9mm

27mm

PRIME LENSESZOOM LENSES SPECIAL PURPOSE LENSES

85MM F1.4 TELEPHOTO PRIME 
WITH i-FUNCTION
Portrait photographers after seriously good results 
should look no further than this superbly made optic. 
Offering the 35mm equivalent of a 130mm lens, 
it’s great for head-and-shoulder shots with the F1.4 
maximum aperture perfect for creative depth-of-field 
effects and stunning bokeh. An integral i-Function 
button makes it easy to change a variety of camera 
functions, while the lens also features a Supersonic 
Actuator (SSA) for silent and super-fast autofocus 
operation. AF can also be instantly overridden thanks 
to the full-time manual focus option.
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COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Portraits, hand-held shots 
in low light, any subjects requiring a 
short telephoto focal length699g79mm

92
m

m

67mm

PRIME LENSESZOOM LENSES SPECIAL PURPOSE LENSES
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Offering a focal length equivalent to 50mm, this 
lens can be used for a range of picture-taking 
applications and the F1.8 maximum aperture gives 
plenty of low-light and depth-of-field versatility. 
Its metal construction means it can take the 
rigours of daily use, plus the integral Optical Image 
Stabilizer ensures images are crisp and free from 
camera shake. This compact and light lens is the 
perfect match for an NX Mini.

17MM F1.8 PRIME FOR NX MINI

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX Mini

BEST FOR: General picture-taking, 
portraits and selfies, street and low-
light photography

55g50mm

28
m

m

39mm

Lenses don’t come any smaller or lighter, the 9mm, 
which offers the 35mm equivalent of a 24mm lens, 
is just 13mm thick and weighs a mere 31g so it’s 
perfect for photographers who want to get high-
quality wide-angle shots without having to fill a bag 
with heavy kit. The lens’s elements are covered 
with a scratch-resistant coating, while the lens 
itself is made from metal so it’s small and tough.

9MM F3.5 PRIME FOR NX MINI

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX Mini

BEST FOR: Landscapes, wide-angle 
scenes, architecture shots and selfies

31g50mm

13
m

m

If you like shooting wide-angle images, you’re 
going to love the 16mm F2.4. Offering the 35mm 
equivalent of a 24.6mm lens, it’s perfect for 
capturing sweeping vistas and majestic interiors. 
This lens offers an i-Function button to put plenty 
of controls at your fingertips and is another optic 
that enhances the portability of the NX system.

16MM F2.4 ULTRA WIDE PRIME 
WITH i-FUNCTION

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Landscapes, architecture 
and any subjects where you want to 
cram plenty into a single frame90g62mm

24
m

m

43mm

The ideal lens for keen portrait photographers, this 
optic boasts a nine-blade aperture diaphragm for 
superb circular bokeh effects. Despite being small 
and light, the lens features a metal body and lens 
mount for precision and longevity, plus it delivers 
fast and near-silent autofocusing thanks to the 
micro-stepping motor so it’s great for video, too.

45MM F1.8 STANDARD PRIME 
WITH i-FUNCTION

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Portraits, low-light shooting, 
attractive bokeh effects, video capture

115g62mm

45
m

m

43mm

Dubbed a ‘pancake’ lens because it’s light and 
ultra-slim, this wide-angle optic, which offers the 
35mm equivalent of a 31mm lens, is great for 
travelling light. The F2.8 maximum aperture gives 
plenty of shooting versatility in a range of lighting 
conditions, while the optical simplicity of the lens 
means you’ll get high-quality results.

20MM F2.8 WIDE PRIME WITH 
i-FUNCTION

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Landscapes, architecture, 
street photography and general scenes 
demanding a wider view73g62mm

25
m

m

43mm

A great all-round lens the 30mm F2 offers a very 
similar angle of view to the human eye. This makes 
it great for general image capture, while the F2 
maximum aperture provides fine control over 
depth-of-field. At just 21.5mm long and weighing 
85g, this so-called ‘pancake’ lens is no burden to 
carry and ensures that your NX outfit can travel 
everywhere with you, making it ideal for street and 
low-light photography.

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: General photography, 
portraits, low-light and street 
photography85g62mm

22
m

m

43mm

30MM F2 STANDARD PRIME

PRIME LENSESZOOM LENSES SPECIAL PURPOSE LENSES
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60MM F2.8 MACRO ED OIS SSA 
WITH i-FUNCTION
Photographers wanting to get up close with their 
subjects should look no further than this high-quality 
lens. Offering 1:1 life-size reproduction, it’s the 
perfect choice when you want to fill the frame with 
flower details or small insects, plus it also doubles 
as a great lens for portraits with the F2.8 maximum 
aperture offering excellent bokeh effects. The 60mm 
also offers an Optical Image Stabilizer (OIS) for shake-
free results and a Supersonic Actuator (SSA) for 
quick, precise and near-silent autofocus operation.

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Close-up shots of flowers 
and insects, portraits, short range 
sporting action and low-light images389g74mm

84
m

m

52mm

Get the wider picture with this pocket-sized ultra 
wide-angle lens that offers an incredible 180° 
angle of view. As well as being great for sweeping 
landscapes and stunning interiors, it’s also a fun 
lens to use with its scene-distorting capabilities 
perfect for a wide range of quirky shots. Weighing 
just 72g and just over 26mm long, there’s no 
excuse for leaving it at home.

10MM F3.5 FISHEYE  
WITH i-FUNCTION

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: Landscapes, cityscapes and 
interiors as well as quirky portraits 
and fun shots72g59mm

26
m

m

A unique Dual Dimension optic that allows you to 
switch between 2D and 3D image capture at the 
touch of a button. In 2D mode, the 45mm delivers 
great still pictures and video, with the bright F1.8 
aperture offering impressive bokeh and a focal 
length ideal for general image capture. Switch to 
the 3D setting and scenes will be brought to life 
with the depth and detail associated with 3D shots. 

45MM F1.8 2D/3D  
WITH i-FUNCTION

COMPATIBLE WITH: Samsung NX 
cameras excluding the NX Mini

BEST FOR: General photography and 
video capture when you want to shoot 
both 2D and 3D imagery122g62mm

45
m

m

3D

PRIME LENSESZOOM LENSES SPECIAL PURPOSE LENSES

FISHEYE
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LENS
35MM  

EQUIVALENT
OPTICAL  

CONSTRUCTION

NUMBER OF 
APERTURE 

BLADES

OPTICAL 
IMAGE  

STABILIZER?
FILTER 

THREAD DIMENSIONS WEIGHT

ZOOM LENSES

12-24mm F4-5.6 ED Wide 
Angle Zoom with i-Function

18.5-37mm
10 elements in  

8 groups
7 No 58mm 64x66mm 208g

16-50mm F2-2.8 Premium S 
Zoom with i-Function

24.6-77mm
18 elements in  

12 groups
9 Yes 72mm 81x97mm 622g

16-50mm F3.5-5.6 Power 
Zoom with i-Function

24.6-77mm
9 elements in  

8 groups
7 Yes 43mm 65x31mm 111g

18-55mm F3.5-5.6 OIS III 
Standard Zoom  
with i-Function

27.7-84.7mm
12 elements in  

9 groups
7 Yes 58mm 63x65mm 204g

18-200mm F3.5-6.3 ED OIS 
Super Zoom with i-Function

27.7-308mm
18 elements in  

13 groups
7 Yes 67mm 72x106mm 549g

20-50mm F3.5-5.6 ED 
II Standard Zoom with 
i-Function

30.8-77mm
9 elements in  

8 groups
7 No 40.5mm 63x40mm 119g

50-150mm F2.8 S ED OIS 
Premium Telephoto Zoom

77-231mm
20 elements in  

13 groups
9 Yes 72mm 81x154mm 915g

50-200mm F4-5.6 OIS 
III Standard Zoom with 
i-Function

77-308mm
17 elements in  

13 groups
7 Yes 52mm 70x101mm 406g

9-27mm F3.5-5.6 ED OIS 
Zoom for NX mini

24-73mm
9 elements in  

8 groups
n/a Yes 39mm 50x30mm 73g

PRIMES LENSES

16mm F2.4 Ultra Wide Angle 
Prime with i-Function

24.6mm
7 elements in  

6 groups
7 No 43mm 61x24mm 72g

20mm F2.8 Wide Angle 
Prime with i-Function

30.8mm
6 elements in  

4 groups
7 No 43mm 62x25mm 73g

30mm F2 Standard prime 46.2mm
5 elements in  

5 groups
7 No 43mm 62x22mm 81g

45mm F1.8 Standard Prime 
with i-Function

69.3mm
7 elements in  

6 groups
9 No 43mm 62x45mm 115g

85mm F1.4 Telephoto Prime 
with i-Function

130.9mm
10 elements in  

8 groups
9 No 67mm 79x92mm 699g

9mm F3.5 Prime for NX mini 24mm
6 elements in  

5 groups
n/a No n/a 50x13mm 31g

17mm F1.8 Prime for NX 
mini

45.9mm
8 elements in  

5 groups
5 Yes 39mm 50x28mm 55g

SPECIAL PURPOSE LENSES

10mm F3.5 Fisheye  
with i-Function

15.4mm
7 elements in  

5 groups
7 No n/a 59x26mm 72g

45mm F1.8 2D/3D  
with i-Function

69.3mm
7 elements in  

6 groups
9 No 43mm 62x45mm 122g

60mm F2.8 Macro ED OIS 
SSA with i-Function

92.4mm
12 elements in  

9 groups
7 Yes 52mm 74x84mm 373g
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